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After sales

W

e pride ourselves on
our after sales service
whether its for a
remote control or a complete
installation, there will always be
someone to take your call.
Our engineers are all experienced
in installing and manufacturing
our products so are well qualified
to give you any design ideas or
technical help and advice you
may need.
Call us NOW! on

01538 384623

Ironage Designs
I

or email us NOW! at
enquiries@ironagedesigns.co.uk

ronage Designs is based in Leek in the heart of the Staffordshire Moorlands, we specialise in iron gates, driveway
and security gates, iron railings, all types of decorative ironwork, gate automation and intercom systems. Ironage
Designs is a family run business, We pride ourselves on the reputation we have built up over the past few years for
design, manufacture and installation of our custom built ironwork.

We offer quality craftsmanship and a quality service on all of our products and all at competitive prices. Why not drop
us a call on 01538 384623 and let us discuss your requirements further and provide you with a no obligation quotation.

Our Services
Decorative Iron & Wooden Gates
Ironage Designs manufacture and supply gates for both domestic and commercial use, from large driveway gates,
security gates and railing systems to single side gates.

Wrought Iron Railings
We manufacture and supply railings for both private and commercial use, from large factory railings, playgrounds and
public/private areas to low level garden railings. Ironage Designs also manufacture and supply wrought iron
balustrades, staircases, balconies and decorative ironwork. If you have a design that you would like us to look at we
would be more than happy to view your drawings or sketches and provide you with a competitive quotation and
realistic time scale for completion.

Commercial projects
Commercial projects are what Ironage Designs prides itself on. We regularly manufacture large span gates, security
doors, grills, drive gates and railings and can either manufacture direct from your drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your requirements further and provide you with a no obligation quotation.

Automation Ironage Designs offer a variety of high quality automation solutions for new and existing gates. We
offer a free comprehensive onsite survey to help determine the best option for your type of gate and budget. Gate
automation is constantly evolving and we only fit the highest quality systems from a carefully selected handful of
manufactures to ensure that your installation will last and continue to run for many years.
Intercom Systems
Ironage Designs offer a variety of high quality intercom solutions for new and existing gates. We offer a free
comprehensive onsite survey to help determine the best option for your type of gate and budget.
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Gates.
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ronage Designs manufacture
and supply gates for both
domestic and commercial use,
from large driveway gates, stately
homes and railing systems to
single side gates. If you have a
design that you would like us to
look at we would be more than
happy to view your drawings or
sketches and provide you with a
competitive quotation and
realistic time scale for
completion.

Gates
All of our wide range gates, including garden gates, single gates, archway gates, double gates,
and electric (automated) gates are handmade to order and are available in a variety of finishes.
If you don't have a design for what type of gates you require we will be pleased to quote for
your specific requirements.

I

ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.

We can also quote for insurance repairs.
Drive & Driveway gates
?
Side gates
?

Electric (Automated)
Gates.

Large span gates
?
Electric (automated) gates
?
?
Commercial or domestic

I

ronage Designs offer a variety
of high quality automation
solutions for new and existing
gates. We offer a free
comprehensive onsite survey to
help determine the best option for
your type of gate and budget.
Gate automation is constantly
evolving and we only fit the
highest quality systems from a
carefully selected handful of
manufactures to ensure that your
installation will last and continue
to run for many years.
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ronage Designs manufacture
and supply gates for both
domestic and commercial use,
from large driveway gates, stately
homes and railing systems to
single side gates. If you have a
design that you would like us to
look at we would be more than
happy to view your drawings or
sketches and provide you with a
competitive quotation and
realistic time scale for
completion.

Wooden Gates
All of our wide range gates, including garden gates, single gates, archway gates, double gates,
and electric (automated) gates are handmade to order and are available in a variety of finishes.
If you don't have a design for what type of gates you require we will be pleased to quote for
your specific requirements.
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ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.

We can also quote for insurance repairs.
Drive & Driveway gates
?
Side gates
?

Electric (Automated)
Gates.

Large span gates
?
Electric (automated) gates
?
?
Commercial or domestic
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ronage Designs offer a variety
of high quality automation
solutions for new and existing
gates. We offer a free
comprehensive onsite survey to
help determine the best option for
your type of gate and budget.
Gate automation is constantly
evolving and we only fit the
highest quality systems from a
carefully selected handful of
manufactures to ensure that your
installation will last and continue
to run for many years.
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Decorative Iron
Railings.
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ironage Designs manufacture
and supply railings for both
private and commercial use,
from large factory railings,
playgrounds, hand railings and
public/private areas to low level
garden railings. If you have a
design that you would like us to
look at we would be more than
happy to view your drawings or
sketches and provide you with a
competitive quotation and
realistic time scale for
completion.

Railings
All of our wide range iron railings are handmade to order and are available in a variety of
finishes. If you don't have a design for what type of railings you require we will be pleased to
quote for your specific requirements.
We can also quote for insurance repairs.
Fence Railing
?

I

ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.

Wall Railings
?
Balustrades
?
Garden Railings
?
Church Railings
?
Security Railings
?
Decorative Railings
?
Commercial or domestic
?
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Security Doors and
Window Grilles.
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ironage Designs manufacture
and supply security doors and
window grilles for both
private and commercial use. If
you have a design that you would
like us to look at we would be
more than happy to view your
drawings or sketches and provide
you with a competitive quotation
and realistic time scale for
completion.

I

ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.

Security
All of our wide range iron security doors, grilles and railings are handmade to order and are
available in a variety of finishes. If you don't have a design for what type of railings you require
we will be pleased to quote for your specific requirements.
We can also quote for insurance repairs.
Security Doors
?
Security Railings
?
Window Grilles
?
Commercial or domestic
?
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Gate Automation
Unlike many other supplies we supply the FULL automation kits.
No need to buy anything else, you will receive a complete kit for immediate
install.

Electric (automated)
Gates.

I

ronage Designs offer a variety of
high quality automation solutions
for new and existing drive gates.
We offer a free comprehensive
onsite survey to help determine the
best option for your type of gate and
budget. Gate automation is constantly
evolving and we only fit the highest
quality systems from a carefully
selected handful of manufactures to
ensure that your installation will last
and continue to run for many years.

I

ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.
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Gate Automation
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ronage Designs offer a variety of
high quality automation solutions
for new and existing drive gates.
We offer a free comprehensive
onsite survey to help determine the
best option for your type of gate and
budget. Gate automation is constantly
evolving and we only fit the highest
quality systems from a carefully
selected handful of manufactures to
ensure that your installation will last
and continue to run for many years.
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ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.
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Gate Automation
Unlike many other supplies we supply the FULL automation kits.
No need to buy anything else, you will receive a complete kit for immediate
install.

Electric (automated)
Gates.
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ronage Designs offer a variety of
high quality automation solutions
for new and existing drive gates.
We offer a free comprehensive
onsite survey to help determine the
best option for your type of gate and
budget. Gate automation is constantly
evolving and we only fit the highest
quality systems from a carefully
selected handful of manufactures to
ensure that your installation will last
and continue to run for many years.
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ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.
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Intercom Systems

Intercom Systems
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ronage Designs offer a variety of
high quality intercom solutions
for new and existing drive gates
and areas requiring a secured
environment. We offer a free
comprehensive onsite survey to help
determine the best option for your
type of gate and budget. We only fit
the highest quality systems from a
carefully selected handful of
manufactures to ensure that your
installation will last and continue to
run for many years.

I

ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.
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Intercom Systems
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ronage Designs offer a variety of
high quality intercom solutions
for new and existing drive gates
and areas requiring a secured
environment. We offer a free
comprehensive onsite survey to help
determine the best option for your
type of gate and budget. We only fit
the highest quality systems from a
carefully selected handful of
manufactures to ensure that your
installation will last and continue to
run for many years.
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ronage Designs regularly
manufacture stairs, security
doors, grills, balustrades,
gates, railings, etc. We can either
manufacture direct from your
drawings or we are happy to visit
your premises to discuss your
requirements further and provide
you with a no obligation
quotation.
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Contact Details

Ironage Designs

Our Contact Details.
Address:
Ironage Designs
Unit 3
No 69 Cruso Street
Leek
Staffordshire
ST13 8BJ
Telephone:

01538 384623
Email:
enquiries@ironagedesigns.co.uk

Website:
www.ironagedesigns.co.uk
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